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FOREWORD
We are currently at a critical time in the digital economy,
where new digital technology is like a double-edged
sword that offers opportunities as well as threats. If
SMEs strategize it correctly, the technology will be a
boon to the business but it can also be disruptive if SME
owners could not adapt and maximise the potentials of
the convergence of new technologies.
The Fourth Industrial Revolution or Industry 4.0 is here,
with emphasis on artificial intelligence, big data analytics
and the Internet of Things. The impact from the new
wave of industrial revolution on businesses are expected
to be on customer expectations, product enhancements,
collaborative innovations and organisational structures.
SME Bank, which has strongly embraced financial
technology (FinTech) since a few years ago, is all ready
to assist SMEs to make the leap into Industry 4.0 not
only in the form of financing but also advisory services
and training.
The local SME sector has received considerable attention
from the government in Budget 2018 which saw more
than RM20 billion allocated for the development and
empowerment of the SMEs. On top of that, the RM83.5
million allocation for the first phase of the Digital Free
Trade Zone will ensure participation of 1,500 SMEs in
the digital technology, which is expected to double SME
exports and create 60,000 jobs in the country by 2025.
SME Bank continues to expand our digital offering to
improve service delivery for the benefit of our clients.
We have recently introduced a new online financing
application system called MySMEBank that provides
entrepreneurs with a full digital end-to-end customer
experience. This new system is able to cut turnaround
time to a mere 14 days as the application to disbursement
process is now fully online. We will further improve
the MySMEBank system by implementing a wholly
digitalized process for approvals and disbursements.
We are also committed to empower the SMEs in going
global. The recent launch of the Groom Big Programme
for SCORE Rating Improvement will see SME Bank and
its subsidiary, Centre for Entrepreneurship Development
and Research Sdn. Bhd. (CEDAR) continue to play a
pivotal role in supporting the efforts by MITI to enhance

the capacity of SME entrepreneurs. Under this latest
programme, SME Bank and CEDAR have selected 40
Bumiputera companies in the manufacturing sector
with a SCORE (SME Competitiveness Rating for
Enhancement) rating of 3 stars to be guided by us
through training and business coaching activities. The
Groom Big Programme itself was introduced by MITI in
2006 and to date, SME Bank and CEDAR have nurtured
85 SME entrepreneurs through this programme that
aims to nurture, groom and develop SME entrepreneurs
to become competitive, resilient and sustainable in
domestic and global markets.
I am also delighted to announce that SME Bank won two
awards at the 41st Annual Meeting of the Association
of Development Financing Institutions in Asia and the
Pacific (ADFIAP) held in New Delhi, India in February
this year. We were the winner of the SME Development
Category for our SUKSES TV programme and the
Best Sustainability Report. SUKSES is a magazine talk
show aired on Astro Awani that features the success
stories of local SMEs, news on SME Bank’s offerings
and developments in the SME sector. Whilst winning
the Best Sustainability Report Award is a testimony of
the Bank’s efforts toward being a sustainable entity that
emphasises the well-being of the community that the
Bank serves.
A challenging and demanding future is ahead of us, yet I
am confident that with the highly skilled and professional
team that SME Bank has today, coupled with FinTech
processes and applications, we will continue to grow
with SMEs in the right direction. SME Bank will continue
to nurture, coach and support home-grown SMEs like
those featured in this edition of INFRONT Magazine.

Thank you and wassalam.

DATO' RAZMAN MOHD NOOR
Chief Operating Officer
Operations & Group Corporate Management
SME Bank
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GLOCAL TRAVEL & TOURS

Sdn. Bhd.

MA 0187153-U

Customer of SME Bank since 2009

Mohd Idzham Mohd Isa
Director Sales and Marketing of
Glocal Travel & Tours Sdn. Bhd.
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Glocal Travel, a
Muslim-based travel
agency, provides a
host of incentives,
training and career
advancement
opportunities for its
employees to better
equip them in facing
competition in the
industry as well as
to retain them.

HUMAN CAPITAL CRUCIAL
FOR SUCCESS
In a tourism and hospitality industry
like travel and tour, people are the
driving force behind competitive
edge. Talent can make or break a
company especially in an industry
where service is the crucial
differentiator for success.
That
is why tour agency, Glocal Travel
& Tours Sdn. Bhd. (Glocal Travel)
prioritises human capital in this
highly competitive industry.
Glocal Travel, a Muslim-based
travel agency, provides a host of
incentives, training and career
advancement opportunities for its
employees to better equip them in
facing competition in the industry as
well as to retain them.
With 30 people on its payroll, Glocal
Travel offers attractive commission
scheme for its staff in addition to
continuous training as well as other
incentives such as annual company
trip, yearly increment based on
performance and bonuses for
various occasions such as Hari Raya
Aidil Fitri, getting married and child
delivery. Any employee will be a
tour leader for tour that they closed
the sales; employees who become
tour leaders, have the opportunity to
perform umrah every year, while for

those who meet the sales target, will
be sent for events that can increase
their sales.
To motivate its staff and foster closer
relations, Glocal Travel holds daily
“tazkirah” (reminders on Islamic
teaching) at the office each morning;
the staff and the management
perform Zohor and Asar prayers
together at the office every day;
and they recite Al Quran and Surah
Yassin every Thursday after Asar
prayer. Potlucks are also organised
to strengthen ties among the staff.
Glocal Travel, which was established
on 25 July 2012, is owned by
Mohd Idzham Mohd Isa, who is
the Company’s Director of Sales
and Marketing; Jariana Satrin, the
Director of Finance; and Hajah
Normah Mohd Nor, the Chief
Executive Officer.
According to Mohd Idzham, Glocal
Travel is committed in providing
comfort and satisfaction to its
customers in terms of Umrah & Ziarah
tours, Free Independent Travellers,
Group Inclusive Tours, leisure,
incentives tours, special interests,
technical visits, adventure tours and
nature tours. The agency handles
Domestics Tour within Malaysia as
well as Outbound Tour to South
East Asia. All of its tour packages
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According to Mohd
Idzham Mohd
Isa, Glocal Travel
is committed in
providing comfort
and satisfaction to its
customers in terms of
Umrah & Ziarah tours,
Free Independent
Travellers, Group
Inclusive Tours,
leisure, incentives
tours, special
interests, technical
visits, adventure tours
and nature tours.

are well planned with some special
interest itineraries that are tailored
to the varied lifestyle of its clients
and fully meet their requirements.
Glocal Travel’s own fleet of modern
coaches, vans and limousines
assures its competitive edge, while
its nationwide network of offices
and associates cater to the various
requirements of travellers including
coach rentals, airport and overland
transfers, worldwide hotels and
apartments reservation, worldwide
air ticketing and reservations, tour
guide services, travel insurance and
visa applications. These will ensure
its clients of efficient, reliable and
quality services.

challenge in managing the business,
Mohd Idzham singled out human
resources. He said employees who
have undergone continuous training
and coaching, tend to demand
higher salary or they look for
other companies that offer better
remuneration. He acknowledges the
difficulty in retaining good talent
within the Company.
Nevertheless, Glocal Travel stays the
course and with the right strategies,
it is now on its way to achieve its
missions and vision. Previously,
Glocal Travel was on survival
business management mode where
customers had not heard about the
agency and the agency was not even
popular among other travel agents.

Business opportunities are abundant
in Malaysia’s tourism industry given
increasing disposable income and
purchasing power of Malaysians.
At the same time, tour and travel
agencies are also mushrooming,
bringing about intense competition
within the industry. This has resulted
in talent war where companies are
attracting the best talent in the
industry by offering better perks and
attractive compensation.

However, things changed when
Glocal Travel secured funding for
its marketing activities. This has
boosted its sales and customers
began noticing the agency. Glocal
Travel had also received all valid
licences to become a leading travel
agent to send pilgrims to Saudi
Arabia to perform Umrah.
The
agency is also able to drive its sales
to meet the target.

Asked on Glocal Travel’s greatest

SME Bank can be said the pillar
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SME Bank extended a financing facility to Glocal
Travel under the Young Entrepreneur Fund (YEF) for
the agency’s marketing and licensing activities.

behind the transformation of Glocal Travel. In 2013, SME
Bank extended a financing facility to Glocal Travel under
the Young Entrepreneur Fund (YEF) for the agency’s
marketing and licensing activities. From then on, Glocal
Travel utilises its own profit for its growth.
Glocal Travel has a vision to be a reputable and
reliable travel and tourism agency which is recognised
worldwide. Its mission is to help improve the quality and
standard of tourism for Malaysian public and expand the
horizon for the lower and middle income society within
urban and rural areas by providing affordable travelling
opportunities. It also aims to offer accommodative,
hassle-free and efficient travel and tourism services at
reasonable prices; to build the competence and flexibility
in offering customers various options and alternatives
that suit their personal tastes; and to optimise its
businesses.

has been recognised as the Best Agent for Umrah. Glocal
Travel has received recognition by Air Asia X Berhad
for The Best Performance Agent for Umrah Season for
2014, 2015, 2016 and 2017. On top of that, Glocal Travel
has also qualified for the exclusive AFIS programme by
Malaysia Airlines.
Mohd Idzham’s leadership style is firm and visionary
with emphasis on team work, the right attitude as well
as training and coaching. His doors are always open
for discussions. On his advice to young entrepreneurs,
Mohd Idzham said, “Don’t listen to others for input and
believe in what you are doing as this will help you resolve
customers’ problems. Remember, business will change
your life.” Going forward, Glocal Travel aims to be a
leading travel agent in the industry. It also targets to
have chartered flights, acquire Hajj licence and finally, to
be a one-stop-centre for customers.

Glocal Travel has added feather in its cap as the agency

Glocal Travel has added feather in its cap as the
agency has been recognised as the Best Agent for
Umrah. Glocal Travel has received recognition by
Air Asia X Berhad for The Best Performance Agent
for Umrah Season for 2014, 2015, 2016 and 2017. On
top of that, Glocal Travel has also qualified for AFIS
programme by Malaysia Airlines.
Mohd Idzham Mohd Isa
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LUIBINA (M)
Sdn. Bhd.

1002928-W

Customer of SME Bank since 2009

Mohd Noor Helmy
Abdul Halem &
Noor Hidayah Nazari
Directors of Luibina (M) Sdn. Bhd.
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SWEET SUCCESS FOR LUIBINA
Success does not come easy but for those who work hard
and never give up, success is the sweetest. For Mohd
Noor Helmy Abdul Halem of Luibina Enterprise, patience
and perseverance in overcoming business challenges
have borne fruit. Mohd Noor Helmy had gone through
hard times when he founded a proprietary business,
Luibina Enterprise with G1 Contractor licence in 2009.
In the early days, it was hard for Luibina Enterprise to
secure projects from main contractors when it had no
track record to begin with. It took time to build trust in
the industry and Luibina Enterprise – a subcontractor
for small size water pipes (700mm) – was used to being
rejected over and over again for subcontracting jobs.
However, Mohd Noor Helmy had a break when a few
pipe contractors saw Luibina Enterprise as having a
complementary role to their businesses, which resulted in
Luibina Enterprise being awarded small subcontracting
jobs by these main contractors. Until today, Melakabased Luibina Enterprise is still working together with
these contractors although they also compete for
tenders. For Mohd Noor Helmy, who is Luibina Director,
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building trust is a challenging
endeavour and it requires patience
and integrity.
In May 2012, Luibina Enterprise was
transformed into a private limited
company called Luibina Enterprise
(M) Sdn Bhd with a G4 Contractor
licence, handling bigger size pipes
of more than 700mm. In 2016, the
Company acquired high capacity
machinery to facilitate its general
engineering works. Later in 2017, it
was rebranded as Luibina (M) Sdn.
Bhd. (Luibina) with G7 Contractor
licence. Luibina is now a general
contractor with expertise in water
mains pipes. The Company has also
embarked on the ISO and OHSAS
certification processes.

Today, Luibina had registered
various milestones in its journey.
The awards that it received are
testimony to its achievements.
Among the awards include The Best
G4 Contractor 2016 - Malaysian
Construction Industry Excellence
Awards (MCIEA) 2016, which was
awarded by the Construction
Industry Development Board (CIDB)
as well as SME100 Awards 2016 for
Fast-Moving Companies, by SME
Magazine in November 2016. In April
2017, the Company was recognised
by Melaka Malay Contractors
Association (PKMM) with Excellent
Contractor Award 2016.
Luibina also has supportive financing
partners such as SME Bank. The
Company obtained Bai Inah and Bai'

Among the awards
include The Best
G4 Contractor
2016 - Malaysian
Construction Industry
Excellence Awards
(MCIEA) 2016, which
was awarded by the
Construction Industry
Development Board
(CIDB) as well as
SME100 Awards
2016 for Fast-Moving
Companies, by
SME Magazine in
November 2016
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The Company
obtained Bai Inah
and Bai' Bithaman
Ajil facilities
from SME Bank
in 2012 for its
working capital
and purchase of
equipment

Bithaman Ajil facilities from SME
Bank in 2012 for its working capital
and purchase of equipment. There
is no growth without challenges.
Another obstacle faced by Luibina
is in managing its workforce,
especially in the water pipe industry
where the work is seen as difficult,
dirty and dangerous. Despite that,
Luibina prides itself on hiring all
local employees.
Luibina employs 30 permanent staff
and Mohd Noor Helmy motivates his
staff by letting them know that in
Luibina, they are one big family who
support each other. All employees
complement each other with their
own roles. He reminds them to
come to work for their future and
not for today’s life. What happens
in the future depends on their

choices made today.
They can
stay in Luibina as skilled workers
or leave the Company to become
experts elsewhere or perhaps as
entrepreneurs in water pipe works.
In Luibina, there are opportunities
and room for employee growth.
According to Mohd Noor Helmy, he is
proud when the Company produces
many skilled employees while at the
same time, many new entrepreneurs
emerged from Luibina to work
together in the industry.
Asked on his advice to young
entrepreneurs today, Mohd Noor
Helmy said:
“Do not give-up and never blame
others for anything. We hear great
things about being an entrepreneur
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but things are not always rosy because unexpected
problems will emerge. It may look glorious yet be
prepared to face obstacles and keep up the effort
without giving up. Treat all losses as learning fees. Be
confident and success is a sure thing although it does
not come overnight.”
As Mark Twain, an American renowned author, humourist
and entrepreneur, famously said, “All you need in this
life is ignorance and confidence, and success is sure.”
Despite the irony, most people agree that ignorance and
confidence do contribute to success. If an entrepreneur
is somewhat not fully informed about the anticipated
pitfalls, for instance in start-up business, he or she will
have less fear of failure. And being confident does not
only mean having courage to take on external challenges
but also overcoming self-defeat especially when a new
entrepreneur is met with rejection. These two combined
will make an entrepreneur dares to do right than fear of
doing wrong.

Looking ahead, Luibina hopes to establish its own
workshop for industrial size pipe fittings as well as
getting full certification for ISO and OHSAS by this year.
The Company plans to penetrate the overseas market in
2019. By 2020, Luibina is targeting to be a public listed
Company and it is eyeing a listing in the LEAP Market
of Bursa Malaysia. Companies which qualify for a LEAP
(Leading Entrepreneur Accelerator Platform) listing
include those at seed or early growth with potential that
lack assets for collateral and a track record. LEAP, which
was launched in July 2017 by Prime Minister YAB Dato'
Sri Mohammad Najib Tun Abdul Razak, is a new market
that provides an alternative for SMEs to raise funds and
grow their business to the next level.
The new market offers an efficient fund raising platform
and visibility through the capital market where wealthy
investors can lend money via the capital market to the
SMEs. According to Bursa Malaysia, LEAP is designed
to address the funding gap for SMEs and provides
investors with a new investable asset class. This is
definitely a boon to SMEs like Luibina that has big plans
for the future.
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The new market offers
an efficient fund raising
platform and visibility
through the capital
market where wealthy
investors can lend money
via the capital market to
the SMEs. According to
Bursa Malaysia, LEAP is
designed to address the
funding gap for SMEs and
provides investors with a
new investable asset class.
This is definitely a boon to
SMEs like Luibina that has
big plans for the future.

“Do not give-up and never blame others for
anything. We hear great things about being
an entrepreneur but things are not always rosy
because unexpected problems will emerge. It may
look glorious yet be prepared to face obstacles
and keep up the effort without giving up. Treat all
losses as learning fees. Be confident and success is
a sure thing although it does not come overnight.”
Mohd Noor Helmy Abdul Halem
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BMO TRADISIONAL (M)

Sdn. Bhd.

399897-T

Customer of SME Bank since 2009

Denny Iskhandar Bahtiar
Afandi
Key Person-Director of BMO
Tradisional (M) Sdn. Bhd.
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The Bumiputeraowned company
was founded as ZM
OMAR by Bahtiar
Afandi Omar in 1980
to receive bookings
for tailor-made
Malay traditional
men outfits (Baju
Melayu). Bahtiar is
the son of Omar Ali,
a well-known tailor
for Malay traditional
suits since 1935.

WEAVING THE FABRIC OF
SUCCESS
B.M.O Tradisional (M) Sdn. Bhd.
(BMO), a tailoring business, has
recorded many milestones but
being traditional is not one of them.
Although the Company specialises in
traditional suits, its mission and vision
are forward-looking and dynamic.
BMO, which was established some 38
years ago, is managed professionally
with modern perspectives.
The
designs of its suits are sophisticated
and contemporary, which attract
many loyal customers. BMO’s regular
clients for its Baju Melayu consist of

multiple generations, namely great
grandfathers, grandfathers, fathers,
children and grandchildren who have
worn Baju Melayu tailored by BMO.
The Bumiputera-owned company
was founded as ZM OMAR by Bahtiar
Afandi Omar in 1980 to receive
bookings for tailor-made Malay
traditional men outfits (Baju Melayu).
Bahtiar is the son of Omar Ali, a wellknown tailor for Malay traditional
suits since 1935. ZM OMAR store was
among the pioneers of Baju Melayu
tailors located in Wisma Yakin at Jalan
Masjid India, Kuala Lumpur.
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BMO has stepped
up its offering by
coming out with
innovative designs
and produce
traditional Malay
suits in modern
versions such as
denim, “kurta” and
embroidery.

In 1996, the Company’s name was changed to B.M.O
Tradisional (M) Sdn. Bhd. By then, BMO had diversified its
business by accepting tenders from the government and
private companies to make uniforms, corporate shirts as
well as traditional clothes. The restructuring was in line
with the Company’s plans for expansion as well as to attract
more customers, develop a niche market and be ahead of
competition.
About one decade later, Denny Iskhandar Bahtiar Afandi
took the helm of the Company in 2005 and further expanded
the business. A four-storey bungalow was bought to house
a sewing factory to support the business expansion. BMO
has strengthened its position in the industry by becoming
a manufacturer of Baju Melayu for wholesale and retail
segments. It has also intensified the supply of corporate
shirts and uniforms.
To date, BMO owns one shoplot and two lots of fourstorey building. It has a wide range of sewing machines
and related machines for high-tech fabric manufacturing.
These include embroidery and sublimation machines.
Besides being a trend-setter for Malay traditional men
suits, BMO has stepped up its offering by coming out with
innovative designs and produce traditional Malay suits in
modern versions such as denim, “kurta” and embroidery.
At the same time, BMO also supplies custom-made apparel
products such as corporate shirts, uniforms, t-shirts, polo
shirts, caps (including “songkok”) and traditional tailored
suits.

Today, BMO is a specialist in bespoke tailoring and ready-towear collection. It offers limited edition collections. Besides
its boutique, its online store is also receiving good traffic
of customers. BMO’s outlets are located in Wisma Yakin
in Kuala Lumpur, Dagang Avenue in Ampang and Gondola
31 in Ipoh. Among the Company’s achievements include
clinching TEKUN Entrepreneur Award 2017, securing a spot
in the Platinum Ranking of PLUS Expressways Berhad in
2016 and a Franchisor under the Ministry of Domestic Trade,
Co-operatives and Consumerism in 2011.
BMO is supported by seven employees who are the
backbone of the Company. According to BMO Director,
Denny Iskhandar, the staff treat the Company as their own.
This will develop the right attitude towards work and the
employees will have strong interest in seeing any projects
succeed. The employees will also be more engaged and are
more aligned to the Company’s mission and vision.
“If we are sincere in our work, our sustenance will be
blessed,” said Denny Ishkandar. Asked on the leadership
style practised at BMO, Denny Ishkandar said he is strict.
That said, he takes great care of employee welfare.
Employers who genuinely care about their staff will have
a team of dedicated, motivated, productive and happier
workers.
Employees who feel appreciated by their
managers are also more likely to go the extra mile.
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On the advice to young entrepreneurs today,
Denny Iskhandar has this to say, “Keep on
striving for success until you are satisfied.
Treat obstacles and challenges in business as
knowledge and experience for you to achieve
greater success. Have faith, rizq exists.”
To succeed, young entrepreneurs have to learn
from any challenges and roadblocks that they
encounter. With knowledge and experience,
they can anticipate changes in a dynamic
business world such as demand, technology
and trends, and thus, make appropriate
decisions. Nevertheless, BMO’s road to success
is not without challenge. Like most of SMEs,
BMO also experiences inadequate working
capital.
Access to capital is usually the biggest obstacle
most business owners face when growing
their business.
Adequate working capital
allows entrepreneurs to make adjustment for
fluctuating expenses or unexpected costs.
Working capital allows them to spend on regular
business expenses such as purchase additional
inventory, buy or upgrade equipment, hire new
employees and increase marketing.
However, low working capital may limit the
ability of entrepreneurs to meet near-term
expense and debt repayment obligations.
If they need to diversify the products, they
cannot implement it promptly if they do not
have adequate cash flow. This may result in
the Company falling behind competitors who
have more liquid assets to invest in business
activities.
Nonetheless, there is good news for SMEs in
Malaysia as there are financial partners who
have facilities and programmes specially
tailored for the needs of SMEs. One of them
is SME Bank. In 2016, BMO obtained financing
facilities from SME Bank for its working capital
(Working Capital Guarantee Scheme) and
building acquisition. SME Bank is among
agencies in the country that provide financing
and business support to the SME sector. The
Bank, which is dedicated to the accelerated
growth of Malaysian SMEs, always strives to
expedite the financing processing of eligible
SMEs.
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Among the Company’s achievements include clinching
TEKUN Entrepreneur Award 2017, securing a spot in the
Platinum Ranking of PLUS Expressways Berhad in 2016
and a Franchisor under the Ministry of Domestic Trade,
Co-operatives and Consumerism in 2011.
Looking ahead, BMO has plans to place its activities
such as centralised management, production and
boutique under one roof. These include fabric printing,
sewing, embroidering, supply activities, delivery to
wholesalers, retailing and end-users. BMO also aspires
to be a one-stop centre that offers a variety of clothes
to customers from all walks of life.
Despite the word “tradisional” attached to its name,
BMO is far from taking traditional approach in pursuing
its vision. The Company always challenge itself to be
more competitive and offer better quality products
that appeal to the target market. BMO currently has
a few boutiques in the country and a comprehensive
online shop that feature limited edition collections with
fine stitching and innovative designs. With a sizeable
authorised and paid-up capital, coupled with visionary
leader like Denny Iskhandar, BMO is set to achieve its
aspiration.

"Despite the word “tradisional” attached
to its name, BMO is far from taking
traditional approach in pursuing its
vision."
Denny Iskhandar Bahtiar Afandi

Small Medium Enterprise Development Bank Malaysia Berhad (49572-H)
Menara SME Bank, Jalan Sultan Ismail 50250 Kuala Lumpur
Tel: +603 2615 2020 Fax: +603 2698 1748
Customer Service Centre : +603 2603 7700

www.smebank.com.my

